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DOM Security
Founded in 1936 as a manufacturer of industrial metal products,
DOM Security is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of innovative access
technologies. The product spectrum ranges from practical security solutions
for detached houses to modern electronic access control systems for large
buildings.

CYLINDER LOCKS
The DOM Tapkey cylinders are battery-operated mortise locks available with European, Swiss
and Scandinavian profile. They are available in different variations—with or without core
pulling protection.
Use: outside and inside doors

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
without inner knob
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
short-long version
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
for glass doors
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Double cylinder
2-sided readability
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Half cylinder
1-sided readability
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Half cylinder
1-sided readability
with M4 mounting holes
(Euro profile)

Half cylinder
for pivoted lever handles
(Euro profile)

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
for emergency exits
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
for emergency exits
without knob
(Euro & Swiss profile)

Scandinavian
round profile

Scandinavian
oval profile

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
for emergency exits with
mechanical inner locking
(Euro profile)

DOOR ESCUTCHEON
The DOM Tapkey Guard is a battery-operated door
escutcheon compatible with European, Swiss and French
profile. It’s available in a Slimline, Wideline and Compact
version in the colours black, grey and white.
Use: outside and inside doors (i.e. shared workspaces,
offices, meeting rooms)

WALL READER*
The DOM Tapkey Access Manager is a wall reader for inside
and outside use. The product is available in a compact and
high security* version, in black and white colour.
Use: entrance doors, gates, sliding doors and in combination
with alarm systems
*available in Q2/2020

FURNITURE LOCK*
The DOM Tapkey LoQ is a battery-powered furniture lock. It can
be mounted in any direction—vertically, horizontally, left or right
hinged. The product is available with a round or slim knob—in
black, white, grey, red, blue, yellow, green or pink.
Use: storage units, parcel boxes, cabinets and lockers
*available in Q3/2020

LEVER LOCK
The lever cylinder is operated by battery. Due to its high
quality of material and water resistance it can also be used
outside.
Use: lockers and parcel boxes

PADLOCK
The padlock is a portable, battery-operated lock with a
shackle. It’s secure and reliable due to its high quality of
material.
Use: cellar compartments, gates, sheds, switchgears and
containers

Uhlmann & Zacher
Uhlmann & Zacher is one of the fastest growing suppliers of electronic
locking systems in Germany. Various patents and product launches speak
for themselves. The company also specialises in OEM production of locking
devices.
Support for U&Z products will be available soon.

CYLINDER LOCKS
The U&Z cylinders are battery-powered mortise locks compatible with European profiles.
There is a regular and compact product line available with different variations.
Use: outside and inside doors

Double cylinder
1-sided readability
(CX2122)

Double cylinder
2-sided readability
(CX2124)

Compact double cylinder
1-sided readability*
(CX2162)

Compact half cylinder
1-sided readability*
(CX2166)

*available in Q4/2020

Half cylinder
1-sided readability
(CX2126)

DOOR HANDLE
The CX2172 is a battery-powered door handle. It is available
with a round or oval rose—with or without profile cylinder.
The electronics, mechanical parts, LED indicators and battery
are located directly in the door handle.
Use: outside and inside doors (depending on version)

DOOR ESCUTCHEON
The CX2174 is a battery-powered door escutcheon. It’s
compatible with numerous European lock standards and
available in different sizes and widths. The reader unit with
communications electronics, mechanics and power supply are
located directly in the door handle.
Use: outside and inside doors (depending on version)

FORM FACTORS FOR THE US MARKET

MORTISE LOCK
The CX8176 is a mortise lock for the US market. The
electronics, mechanical parts, LED indicators and battery are
located directly in the door handle.
Use: outside and inside doors (especially commercial
constructions)

BORED LATCH LOCK
The CX8178 is a latch lock for the US market. The
electronics, mechanical parts, LED indicators and battery are
located directly in the door handle. Existing mechanical locks
can be replaced in a few simple steps.
Use: outside and inside doors (especially private homes and
small businesses)

WALL READER
The CX2132 wall reader is conceptualized for inside use.
Different covers and housing versions provide maximum
flexibility. The product is available in black, white, grey, red
and blue.
Use: electronic door openers, gates and elevators

OUTDOOR WALL READER
The CX2134 wall reader is especially designed for outdoor
use and can withstand harsh weather conditions. It can be
coupled with a security relay module in unprotected areas.
The product comes with an anthracite coloured surfacemounted housing.
Use: electronic door openers and gates

FURNITURE LOCK
The CX2190 is a battery-operated furniture lock with
universal application options. It can be assembled and
disassembled easily.
Use: cabinets, lockers and furniture doors

CABINET LOCK*
The CX2192 is a battery-powered cabinet lock. An
electronic distinction is made between a locked and an
unlocked current state.
Use: cabinets and lockers
*available in Q1/2021

WITTE Digital
WITTE Digital is the digital division of WITTE Automotive—a leading
automotive OEM supplier for car access solutions. The company specialises
in developing innovative, digital automotive solutions for the mobility of
tomorrow. As part of the worldwide VAST Alliance, it stands for decades of
automotive experience.

CAR SHARING BOX
This product is a retrofit solution to make existing vehicles
shareable. It is 100% OEM manufacturer-independent and
can be installed without modifying the electronics of a car.
Use: fleet management, car rental, peer-to-peer car sharing
and overnight delivery

Tapkey
Tapkey is an open plattform for mobile access. We offer a wide range of
compatible access hardware that is manufactured by our partners.
In addition we developed the following products to further enrich the
Tapkey ecosystem.

WALL READER
The Tapkey Smart Reader is a wall reader made in Austria.
It impresses with its simple design and is available in the
colours white and translucent.
Use: main entrance doors, barriers, garages and elevators

CABINET LOCK*
This cabinet lock is a standalone product powered by battery
that is mounted invisibly inside a cabinet or locker. It’s
available in black, white and silver.
Use: (rolling) cabinets, lockers and parcel boxes
*available in a pilot series with hardware partner data mobile

